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Meeting Name AMMO Workshop – Day 1 


Meeting Date June 23, 2020  
 
Plenary Introductions 
The information below provides an overview the workshop’s opening remarks and the goals 
for the workshop working groups.   
 
Opening Remarks: 


• The DoD Additive Manufacturing (AM) policy is developed is in the final stages of 
approval. 


• A number of AM initiatives are in progress within the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA) to establish a common dictionary and processes across the DoD. 


• The DoD is continuing efforts (e.g., partnership with ManTech) to improve part 
quality within the aviation space. 


• To continue Digital Tread development, Joint Additive Manufacturing Model 
Exchange (JAMMEX) is established. This will enable the DoD the share 3D models 
used for AM across the various Military Services (MILSVCs). 


 
AM Guidebook 


• Goal: Create a resource (e.g., Guidebook) to assist implementation of AM across the 
DoD AM lifecycle.  


• The breakout session is composed of four sub-groups:  
o Acquisition and Contracting 
o Research and Engineering/Specification and Standards 
o Technical Data Management 
o Collaboration, Communication and Policy Implementation 


• These groups will work to identify topics to include in the guidebook, compare the 
topics to current DoD policies, develop statements to illustrate the impact of the 
topics on AM in the DoD, establish a guidebook framework, and draft language to 
begin guidebook development. 


 
AM Cyber 


• Goal: Review current AM cybersecurity progress, planned contracts for studies, and 
state of the industry to date to develop AM cybersecurity policies and best practices. 


• The breakout session will consist of five working group sessions covering the topics 
with respect the cybersecurity: Government and Industry Perspectives, Internal 
Control System Overlays, and Next Steps to advance and encourage cybersecurity 
efforts. 


 
 AM Data Management 


• Goal: Continue to mature AM data standards by sharing pedigreed material and 
engineering data across the DoD. 


• The breakout session will be broken up into two sub-groups to identify common 
dictionary terminology and explore how the DoD can continue establishing 
connectivity to existing AM databases. 
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AM Workforce Development 
• Goal: Identify and define roles specific to AM across the DoD enterprise and 


industrial defense base.  
• The breakout session will consist of five sub-groups: 


o Acquisition Coded Professionals 
o DoD Technicians 
o DoD Engineers 
o DoD Management/Leadership 
o Industry 


• These working groups will work to identify the AM roles that exist, map the results 
to the existing AM body of knowledge and update the AM body of knowledge to 
reflect progress made. 


 
AM Metrics 


• Goal: Develop a common set of prioritized metrics to capture the value of AM 
organized around measures of effectiveness, capability maturity, and performance. 


• The breakouts session will consist of three sub-groups: 
o Measures of Effectiveness 
o Measures of Capability Maturity 
o Measures of Performance 


• Each group will work to identify potential inputs (e.g., required data) and process for 
each metric identified. This information will be leveraged to determine each metric’s 
feasibility and value with respect to AM. 


 
AM Part Risk Categorization + TDP Procurement in Sustainment 


• Goal: Identify commonalities across the various Military Departments (MILDEPs) 
AM risk categorization, criticality processes, and Technical Data Packages (TDPs) to 
standardize AM part development. 


• Day 1 will focus on risk categorization and criticality. An overview of the difference 
military departments risk categorization processes will be provided followed by a 
digital survey exercise to identify inputs that should be considered as MILSVC 
process analysis continues.   


• Day 2 will focus on MILDEP TDP’s. Receiving an overview of current AM standards 
in development and MILDEP AM use cases will allow for recommended courses of 
action (COAs) and inputs to be identified to support this effort. 


 
 
AM Part Risk Categorization Breakout Session: 
Once the plenary concluded, the breakout sessions were initiated. The results from the AM 
Part Risk Categorization working group are below. Refer to the documents uploaded to 
APAN for greater detail (includes takeaways and survey questions/results). Contact Tony 
Delgado (Luis.Delgado@dla.mil) if support is needed to locate these documents. 
 
Risk Categorization: 
An overview of the MILDEP risk categorization processes was provided. Takeaways from 
the discussion along with each MILDEP are provided below. 


Takeaways: 



mailto:Luis.Delgado@dla.mil
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• There are differences in how services quantify and group parts to be produced using 
AM. 


• AM is more than a method to quickly produce parts to meet customer needs. Broader 
decisions outside of a part’s technical, safety, and performance need to be considered 
when assessing a part AM capability (e.g., business decisions such as shipping and 
manufacturer labor costs).  


• Adoption of tools to assess a part’s risk categorization is evolving. Standardizing 
these processes will provide greater confidence in the data and requirements placed 
in these tools. 


• To increase confidence in producing a part using AM, both AM part’s quality and use 
need to be balanced. 


• Industry’s perspective: the higher a part’s criticality the greater technical and 
material requirements are needed to produce the part using AM. The difference in 
data requirements will make it challenging to standardize processes across the 
MILDEPs. 
 


Air Force: 
• Assessment methodology focuses on determining a part’s suitability score. This score 


will help determine if a part is produced through AM.   
o Chosen parts are aligned to one of seven general categories that focus on the 


safety, structural impact, and performance expectations of the part. This 
information is entered into a part screening tool to compute a parts 
suitability score. 


• Process requests come from multiple locations (e.g., fleet to engineers). 
• The chief engineer within the program office has the authority to approve parts 


produced through AM. 
 


United States Marine Corps (USMC): 
• Readiness drives part production using AM means. 
• The 05 commander has primary authority to produce a part using AM. 
• The Air and Marines Operations Center (AMOC): 


o Facilitates the qualification and approval of AM parts. 
o Support the commanders identifying where parts are in the approval/triage 


process. 
o Industry’s perspectives:  


 Sees this organization as a “reverse engineering and manufacturing 
group” due to their knowledge in AM such as, material availability 
and part-performance. 


 Sees this group helping keep risk low for substitute AM parts. 
 


Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA): 
• The NAVSEA 5100.12-M Risk Matrix is leveraged to help determine if a part can be 


produced through AM. 
 
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR): 


• AM parts come from many sources (bottom-up: fleet; top-down: engineers). 
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• A vendor’s qualifications are taken into consideration when assessing a part’s AM 
risk. The vendor requirements increase, from minimal to high, as the part’s 
consequence of failure rises. 


 
Criticality: 
The goal of the session was to understand the approaches taken to estimate the change in 
criticality when a traditional part is substituted for an AM part. The Military Standard 
(MIL-STD)-1629A for criticality was reviewed followed by a series of questions to 
understand the inputs to consider when determining a part’s criticality. Using the Poll 
Everywhere survey tool, these inputs were captured. The key takeaways from this 
conversation are below. 
 


• Opinions differ as to whether a parts criticality can change when a traditional part 
is substituted for an AM part. Reasons for criticality variation were based on the 
following views:  


o Criticality is independent of the manufacturing method to produce the part. 
o The addition of a non-traditional part could change the primary failure mode 


of the system, thus the overall part’s criticality. It is important to better 
understand the new failure mode to determine if a part’s severity, thus 
criticality, does change. 


• Terminology to assess criticality is not standardized. 
• The manufacturing method will likely not change a part’s severity. If severity 


changes it will be due to the part’s asset classification and performance 
requirements.  


 
Themes: 
To develop a standardized process for AM, this portion of the workshop looked to identify 
the inputs that should be considered. Developing themes/buckets to group these inputs, the 
Poll Everywhere survey tool was used to capture the results. The key takeaways from the 
discussion are below.  
 


• The TDP outlines the technical data to produce an AM part. This document should 
be taken into consideration when determining if a part can be additively 
manufactured. 


• Material properties are an important technical data input to consider because a 
material’s properties can change based on the process applied to it (e.g., Heat 
Treatment) 


• The Machine’s serial number and possible defects produced using the machine 
should be documented. This will help pinpoint machines within the AM supply chain 
that need to be updated to ensure an AM part meets design specifications. 


• Readiness degrader indication is a key supply chain consideration for part to be 
additively manufactured. 


• Information ownership of a TDP is important to ensure all the necessary data is 
known for a given part across industry and the DoD (e.g., a part’s Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) data might not be reflected in the TDP). 


• Acquisition Manufacturing Code (AMC) is an important legal input for considering a 
part for AM. It helps identify the organization (e.g., OEM) that can produce the part. 
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• Small business engagement is more frequent when the full TDP for a part is 
available. 


• The difference between Intellectual Property (IP) and proprietary data still needs to 
be defined. 


• Requests from the fleet are the most important and application/tools are the least 
important to identify the need for a part to be produced. Factors that contributing to 
this are:  


o urgency – provides real-time signals as to what is needed by the fleet. 
o There is uncertainty as to how current data is within applications. 


• The Source, Maintenance, and Recoverability (SMR) code is a critical supply chain 
data input considered for NAVSEA. The SMR code indicates if the part needs to be 
repaired or replaced. 


• There is little data regarding fatigue testing (e.g., cyclical loading) of additively 
manufactured parts due to its novelty within the DoD. 


• The timespan an AM part will be deployed is a key Application Data input to 
consider (e.g., the AM part is a temporary replacement for a traditionally additively 
manufactured part). 


 
AM Guidebook: 
The guidebook is discussed during both days of the workshop. The goal these sessions are to 
identify the categories and topics that will support AM Guidebook development. The key 
takeaways from the discussion held on June 23, 2020 are below.  
 


• No additional categories were added outside of the ones provided. 
• The “AM TDP for Supplier to Bid/Quote” is a key topic for the AM Part Sourcing 


Requests category. The topic refers to a part’s availability to be produced by vendors 
outside the government or original OEM. 


• The difference between AM Machine, AM Power, and AM process topics are 
outstanding. 


• The topic of “lot traceability” refers to the ability to trace apart from powder to 
implementation (end-to-end traceability). 


• Clarification of inputs: 
o Qualification Standard for the Exchange of Product (STP) refers to 


environmental testing. 
o The “transfer of qualified procedure documents” refers to the transfer of 


procedures across facilities. 
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AM Part Risk Categorization
Objectives:


• Discuss methods of categorizing risk across the MILSVC’s
• Gather methods of determining criticality and break down the components of 


criticality
• Discuss common themes across part selection processes 
• Crowdsource key inputs that should be considered as part of the selection 


process


Steps to Achieve Objectives
• Share with the group what we have discussed in JAMA related to AM Part Risk 


Categorization. 
• Leverage digital brainstorming capabilities to…


− Capture participants' discussion on risk categorization and criticality as it 
relates to substituting traditional parts with AM parts.


− Obtain feedback from the stakeholders on the key inputs that drive the 
selection of parts considered for additive manufacturing.
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AM TDP for Procurement in Sustainment
Objectives:


• Use Technical Data Packages from items selected in Task #1 to identify   common 
practices and gaps in assembling Tech Data Sets for AM


• Leverage work from ASTM/ISO for Joint ISO/TC 261-ASTM F 42 Group: Digital 
product definition and data management, Navy AM SWP and MIL-STD-31000


• Identify best of formats from MILSVC/DLA data sets to arrive at DOD 
recommended COAs


Steps to Achieve Objectives:
• Share with the group what we have discussed in JAMA about AM TDP for 


Procurement in Sustainment
• Capture the workshop participants' discussion on manufacturing and quality data 


requirements for procurement in sustainment; the vision of having TDPs that are 
all encompassing with design, manufacturing, and testing requirements. Goal is 
to ensure all requirements for acceptance of the AM item are clearly outlined in 
the TDP
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AM Part Risk Categorization Agenda – Day 1 


Time Agenda item Objective Tools Owner


0800-1000 Plenary Introduction and overview Adobe Connect Edilia Correa (DLA)


1000-1030 JAMA Task 1 overview
Intro to risk categorization 
and criticality


Orient the audience for the 
discussion topics


Adobe Connect Tony Delgado (DLA)


1030-1200 Deep dive on 
categorization and 
criticality


- Discuss criticality and what it 
means


- Discuss AM effects on 
criticality 


Adobe Connect
Survey tool 


Edilia Correa (DLA)


1200-1300 Lunch


1300-1430 Input discussion (includes 
intro to level set, 20min 
per theme)


Identify missing inputs for each 
theme and sort need to have 
from nice to haves


Adobe Connect
Survey tool 


Tony Delgado (DLA)


1430-1445 Break


1445-1530 Input discussion (includes 
intro to level set, 20min 
per theme)


Identify missing inputs for each 
theme and sort need to have 
from nice to haves


Adobe Connect
Survey tool 


Tony Delgado (DLA)


1530-1630 DoD AM guidebook 
discussion


- Solicit feedback on DoD 
guidebook


Adobe Connect Lt Col Peters (DLA)


1700-1800 Virtual Happy Hour https://lmco.zoomgov.com/j/1616547775?pwd=akYxaVlYb0JLci9LQ3NUUlhlUFN0QT09
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AM TDP for Procurement in Sustainment Agenda – Day 2


Time Agenda item Objective Tools Owner


0800-0945 Plenary Working Group Day 1 Reviews Adobe Connect Edilia Correa (DLA)


0945-1015 TDP Standards for 
Sustainment & Discussion


Brief / Discussion Adobe Connect Paul Witherell (NIST)


1015-1045 MIL-STANDARD 31000 
Update & Objectives 


Brief / Discussion Adobe Connect Tom Schneider (ASA(ALT) 


1045-1115 MILDEPs Standard Work 
Packages (SWPs)


Brief / Discussion Adobe Connect John Schmelzle (NAVAIR)


1115-1145 2D/3D Model Conversions Brief / Discussion Adobe Connect Ian Wing (Deloitte)


1145-1230 Lunch


1230-1300 M1A1 Impeller – AM 
Metal 3DAM Model 


Brief / Discussion Adobe Connect Eric Upton (JHU/APL)


1300-1330 3Di Viewable CPI Effort Brief / Discussion Adobe Connect Jill Clark (LMI)


1330-1400 3D TDP PDF Brief / Discussion Adobe Connect Senthil Arul (DLA)


1400-1430 Future of Technical Data 
sharing for Sustainment


Brief / Discussion Adobe Connect Catrina Murphy (DLA)


1430-1445 Break


1445-1600 AM Unique AMMO WG 
Key Category and Topics 
Brainstorming 


Obtain feedback for AM 
Guidebook


Adobe Connect Lt Col Peters (DLA)
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AM Part Risk Categorization 
AM TDP for Procurement in Sustainment Agenda 


Day 3


Time Agenda item Objective Tools Owner


0800-1100 Working Group Time Prepare Out Brief Adobe Connect Edilia Correa (DLA)


1100 Outbrief Due


1100-1300 Lunch


1300-1600 Plenary Welcome
Work Group Out Briefs
Closing Remarks


Adobe Connect Greg Kilchenstein / Work 
Group Leads
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Meeting / Call-In Information
 https://ncms.adobeconnect.com/jteg 
 Call: 888-537-7715  
 Conf ID: 16161715#


AM Part Risk Categorization 


Meeting / Call-In Information
 https://ncms.adobeconnect.com/jteg 
 Call: 888-537-7715  
 Conf ID: 16161715#


AM TDP for Procurement in Sustainment
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2020 Additive Manufacturing Workshop
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM interoperable capability to procure, 
securely access, and share AM technical data"?
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Aggregate upvotes for an input


Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 12 Unique Responses: 18


Guidebook


See the following slide for additional results


Top Results
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM interoperable capability to procure, 
securely access, and share AM technical data"?


Guidebook
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Aggregate upvotes for an input


Additional Results
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What "topics" should be considered under "Systematic AM Part Technical data 
transfer to Supply Chain manager and demand feedback"?
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Aggregate upvotes for an input


Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 9 Unique Responses: 14


Guidebook


See the following slide for additional results


Top Results
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What "topics" should be considered under "Systematic AM Part Technical data 
transfer to Supply Chain manager and demand feedback"?


Guidebook
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Aggregate upvotes for an input


Additional Results
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What "topics" should be considered under "Common TDP standard and format"? 
In


pu
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Aggregate upvotes for an input


Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 16 Unique Responses: 29


Guidebook


See the following slide for additional results


Top Results
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What "topics" should be considered under "Common TDP standard and format"? 


Guidebook
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Aggregate upvotes for an input


Additional Results
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM part Lifecycle data"?
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Aggregate upvotes for an input


Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 13 Unique Responses: 26


Guidebook


See the following slide for additional results


Top Results
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM part Lifecycle data"?


Guidebook
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Aggregate upvotes for an input


Additional Results
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Meeting Name AMMO Workshop – Day 3 


Meeting Date June 25, 2020  
 
Workshop Out brief: 
Each breakout session leads provided an overview of the major takeaways from the entire 
workshop held from June 23, 2020 to June 24, 2020. Highlights from discussions are 
provided below. For the full list of out brief insights, refer to the workshop materials posted 
on All Partners Access Network (APAN). 
 
AM Guidebook: 


• Identified 19 key topics and 60+ topic statements for the guidebook. The results 
were placed in the developed “strawman”. 


o Inputs from other breakout session groups (e.g., Additive Manufacturing 
(AM) Part Risk Categorization + Technical Data Package (TDP) Procurement 
in Sustainment) need to be incorporated. 


• A primary owner, along with designated resources, for the guidebook (e.g., office 
within the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)) need to be identified so the 
document can continually be updated to reflect current DoD guidance and industry 
trends. 


• Due to approval and review processes prior to publication, the completion date of the 
guidebook has yet to be determined. 


 
AM Cyber 


• It is recommend a separate network be established to monitor security of AM 
systems. This will help standardize the various throughs on cyber security across 
the DoD and align with the foreseen trend of AM manufacturing in a software as a 
service (SaaS) model. 


• Additional monitoring regarding a part’s quality post processing is recommended to 
ensure a machine used to produce a part using AM is secure. This will help reduce 
the need for “continuous monitoring” which can be intrusive and costly.  


• An insider threat is a primary concern for parts being produced using AM at this 
time. 


• It is recommended a separate working group be established to look into blockchain’s 
applicability with respect to AM at next year’s AMMO conference. 
 


AM Data Management 
• Keeping data in its native format is not good enough. This will limit the level of 


analysis that can be done to develop insights to improve processes. 
o FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable) should be a 


cornerstone when thinking about data management. 
• To improve data management adoption, it is recommended the DoD establish data 


science trainings and identify how data management can become more integral in 
part acquisition processes. 
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AM Workforce Development 
• Identified 100+ AM specific roles and mapped them to the existing AM body of 


knowledge.  
• Roles, developed language, and definitions still need to be standardized. Continued 


collaboration with ManTech and America Makes will help to address this. 
• The level of information needed for these roles has yet to be determined. 


Establishing a central location for the AM body of knowledge will help address this. 
 
AM Metrics 


• Critical inputs for AM metrics development include cost, time, yield on investment, 
system maturity, and performance. Policy around AM contracting will help define 
time. 


• How metrics are calculated still needs to be determined.  
• Having a uniform method to identify a part’s criticality will help establish metrics 


for AM processes. 
 
AM Part Risk Categorization + TDP Procurement in Sustainment 


• Warfighter readiness is the primary driver at this point for AM part production. 
• There is variation as to how manufacturing/supplemental information is captured in 


TDPs developed. 
o Making TDPs modular will allow for a standard TDP to be more useful across 


the Military Departments (MILDEPs). Having the ability to select the 
sections that are included will allow the standard TDP to be better align to 
the service’s current TDP formats and processes. 


• Criticality is a major driver for the information provided in a part’s TDP. Currently 
how criticality is determined across MILDEPs varies. 


• Terminology when talking about AM needs to be standardized. This will help 
develop a repeatable process for producing parts using AM. 


• Using the Poll Everywhere survey tool allowed for responses from the groups to be 
recorded in real-time and leveraged to initiate group discussion.  


o The survey results will be posted to APAN within in 30 days from June 25, 
2020. 
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Meeting Name AMMO Workshop – Day 2 


Meeting Date June 24, 2020  
 
Plenary Introductions 
Each breakout session provided an overview of the major takeaways from discussions held 
on June 23, 2020. For additional insights refer to the workshop materials posted on the All 
Partners Access Network (APAN). 
 
AM Guidebook: 


• Training as to how policy is implemented needs to be established. This will help 
develop guidebook language that communicates how policy relates to real world 
execution. 


• Establishing a common data repository will help provide easier access to needed 
information to develop Additive Manufacturing (AM) policies. 


 
AM Cyber 


• Efforts exist within industry and across the DoD that are identifying cyber’s impact 
to business efforts. With many businesses ranging in size the question becomes how 
a standard approach can be applied. 


• There is a constant tradeoff between functionality and security with respect to part 
manufacturing. It is important security be prioritized to help ensure part produced 
using AM meet the required technical specifications. 


• There is still an interest in blockchain, but it is recommended a separate working 
group be established to look into its applicability with respect to AM.  


 
AM Data Management 


• To improve wider data management adoption, it is recommended the DoD focus on 
producing additional workforce development efforts in data science. 


• To improve data management practices across the DoD, it is recommended these 
practices be incorporated earlier into policy development efforts. The team is 
reviewing industry data management best practices to identify how this can be 
accomplished. 


 
AM Workforce Development 


• 70 roles are identified with the team actively mapping as many as they can to the 
AM body of knowledge. These roles will allow an individual’s “reskill” and “upskill” 
time moving forward to be reduced. 


• AM training is an area of focus moving forward. A number of options to support 
workforce training were discussed and will be considered in future discussions (e.g., 
leveraging routine training schools to “reskill” the workforce). 


 
AM Metrics 


• Cost and time are largely dependent on a part criticality. 
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AM Part Risk Categorization 


• Risk categorization varies across the Military Departments (MILDEPs). A common 
theme across all MILDEP’s is AM part approval and development are driven by 
urgency (e.g., warfighter readiness). 


o Aligning on common definitions across the services will help cross pollinate 
efforts and help standardize processes.  


 
 
TDP Procurement in Sustainment Breakout Session: 
The results from the TDP Procurement in Sustainment working group are below. Refer to 
the documents uploaded to APAN for greater detail (includes takeaways and survey 
questions/results). Contact Tony Delgado (Luis.Delgado@dla.mil) if support is needed to 
locate these documents. 
 
NIST AM Standards: 


• The two major standards related to AM: 
o American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) y14.46 


 Addresses development of symbolism and semantics to communicate 
between designers, manufacturers, and inspection (e.g., focused on 
product definition with respect to Geometric Dimensioning and 
Tolerancing (GD&T)). 


 Draft of the standard is complete with the goal of transitioning to a 
full standard in 2020. 


 Complements International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
Technical Committees (TC) 213 and ASME Y14 communities. 


o ASTM Preliminary Work Item (PWI) 52923 
 Addresses the packaging of information and data requirements to 


communicate between designers, manufacturers, and inspection (e.g., 
how do we package the information and communicate with vendors). 


 Tony Delgado is supporting use case development that will help 
identify additional information/data elements that need to be 
communicated. 


 Challenge: making the data elements in the data package agnostic, 
due to the number of materials part can be manufactured out of. 


 Next Step: begin to identify the data elements that fall into specific 
Technical Data Packages (TDPs). 


o Cyber and part security concerns are actively being worked into standards 
being developed but are not critical for TDP development at this point in 
time. 


o Configuration management processes need to be further defined to 
understand how the data elements with the TDP are viewed. 


o Due to the scale of the DoD’s effort regarding AM, workshops and “boots on 
the ground” are the best methods to relay progress regarding standards 
development across the DoD.  


 
 
 



mailto:Luis.Delgado@dla.mil
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Military Standard (MIL-STD) 31000 
• Focuses on defining the requirements to develop a TDP and related management 


processes. The standard does not address anything related to AM parts being 
produced. 


o The Army sees AM information being supplemental data being “attached” to 
the TDP.  
 Section 3.1.35 Supplemental Data provides guidance on how 


supplemental information can be added to the TDP. 
• The Army’s TDP focuses on what the product will do once produced not the 


manufacturing information. This means manufacturing information is seen as 
additional information that can be added into the TDP. 


o Section 3.1.14 Detailed Specifications provides guidance around adding 
manufacturing components.  


o Industry recommendation: the manufacturing data should be in alignment 
with the criticality of the part being produced (e.g., high criticality means 
more specific manufacturing requirements should be included) 


o If AM specific manufacturing information is provided, its applicability will 
vary across the Military Departments (MILDEPs). This is a result of varying 
levels of AM capability compared to industry (e.g., number of AM machines to 
meet demand) 


• With AM being integrated into the supply chain, it is important the TDP be “Dual 
Use” meaning a TDP would allow the part to be both traditionally and additively 
manufactured. Challenges to achieve this are below: 


o Clarity needs to be made as to what TDP components are required for 
traditional versus AM part development. 


o Clarity needs to be determined on how the DoD accepts or mitigates the level 
of risk associated with producing a part using AM with the current TDPs. 
(e.g., if a vendor does not have the machine specified to produce the part 
using AM, what are the approval processes to absorb the risk is if it is agreed 
the part can produced using another machine? If not having specified 
machine is a non-starter is that considered vendor exclusion?) 


• Stereolithography (STL) files can be included in the TDP submitted. Manufactures 
prefer developing these files to allow for additional manipulation to fit their defined 
processes. 


• Having a neutral Computer-aided Design (CAD) file is recommended, but with 
different CAD software being used will make this a challenge. 


• Concern: the standard is ambiguous as to what information is provided in the TDP. 
If additional information is required to approve a part for AM, the level of effort 
(LoE) is anticipated to be high to gather it. 


o Potential Solution: develop a repository (such as the Joint Additive 
Manufacturing Model Exchange (JAMMEX)) where subject matter experts 
(SMEs) can gather the information required. 


• A “request for variance” needs to be submitted if the AM part is slated for part time 
use. 


 
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) TDP: 


• TDPs produced focus on model based components. This means the TDPs are used for 
AM parts produced. 
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• TDPs developed do not include: 
o Manufacturing production instructions. TDPs produced follow the MIL-STD 


31000 instructions. An exception to this rule is if the part’s criticality is high 
enough this information can add in the technical data section of the TDP. 


o Supplemental documentation 
• A Produce Definition Data Set (PDDS) is the primary document that supports TDPs 


produced. Information about the file is below: 
o An STL file is not included. This is captured during the manufacturing 


process. 
o Information is packaged into a Portable Document Format (PDF) since it is a 


standard file type accessible by all vendors. 
o Does not include supplemental information. 


• Engineers own criticality determination for a part. Not owning all aspects of a part’s 
development reduces risk and competition to produce parts using AM (e.g., reduction 
in competition = more vendors are able to produce the part) 


• Future goals and next steps: 
o Goal: Develop a TDP development process that is CAD software and Product 


Lifecycle Management (PLM) system agnostic. 
o Finalize how the risk assessment process aligns to TDP development. 
o Develop training sessions to convert TDP into the various CAD software. 


 
DLA 2D3D Pilot 


• Goal: Provide an overview of Defense Logistics Agency (DLA’s) partnership with 
external contractors and vendors (Deloitte and Siemens) to develop, pilot, and 
optimize a scalable, cost effective process to convert 2D design documents to 3D 
TDPs. 


• 80 part files were part of the pilot. Parts were selected by applying business rules 
(e.g., 2D Drawing: contained Distribution A material only, was of low-criticality, and 
was hard-to-source) . 


• To ensure file conversion consistency, the team allowed multiple vendors to convert 
a 2D drawing. The produced drawings were compared to ensure conversion 
accuracy. 


• The converted files were packaged into the NAVAIR TDP template. 
• Part approval after 3D TDP creation was not in the scope of the pilot effort. The 


focus of the project was accelerating the 2D to 3D conversion process. 
• Applications and Impacts: 


o Increases vendor options (small businesses can more readily process 3D 
TDPs). 


o Improves mission readiness by reducing lead times for part production. 
o Lowers part cost through increased competition and reduction in processing 


time. 
o Improves part quality by reducing risks of design interpretation error. 
o Enables warfighters to print parts on demand. 


 
3Di Viewable CPI Effort 


• Engagement Goal: Analyze different viewing software and determine the best once 
to support MILSVC efforts. 
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• Software selection analysis consisted of an algorithm to identify how the software 
packages handle certain types of CAD files along with getting feedback on the data 
and end-use requirements (need to have and nice to haves). 


• To ensure adoption moving forward, it is recommended policy be the lever to drive 
technical transformation. 


 
3D Technical Data Package Development 


• Based on MIL-STD-31000 (two different packages: 2D and 3D). 
• It is easier to convert a file from 3D to 2D versus 2D to 3D. 
• DLA’s role in TDP development is to help manage downstream supply chain 


processes versus consuming and approving TDPs developed. 
o This will help bridge the information gap between the MILSVCs and 


manufacturing processes.  
o The future state vision to enable this includes leveraging the Digital Thread 


to enable a model based enterprise to securely share technical data 
throughout a part development lifecycle (refer to the 2018 Digital 
Engineering Strategy to learn more about achieving a model based 
enterprise). 


o High level steps the establish the Digital Thread: 
 Connect the Enterprise (e.g., data taxonomy and standards, IT 


Framework) 
 Build the Digital Thread 
 Create and Agile Supply Chain 
 Ensure a Robust Infrastructure 


• The majority of 3D TDP files are in the PDF format (everyone has PDF format 
readers). 


 
JAMMEX 


• Mission: provide a secure web-based system to collaboratively share 3D models 
across DoD in support of AM. 


• JAMMEX is built on system to system data connections with MILDEP data 
repositories. The Army is in the final stages of connection establishment. 


• 175 total models are in the JAMMEX system to date since Go Live in January 2020. 
o The majority of the models currently in the system are Army. 


• The MILDEPs have control of the access privileges for their repository within 
JAMMEX.  


o If a data file’s risk level in a repository is green, the model can be accessed by 
all JAMMEX users by receiving a global access roll. 


• There is flexibility as to what information is needed to post a design to JAMMEX 
due to TDPs not being standardized across the DoD. 


o Gap: This might result in incomplete data files prior to part manufacturing. 
o Gap: Incomplete data will affect the query language to pull specific model 


files. 
• Recommended enhancements: 


o Setting up a configuration control board to vote a prioritize our development 
efforts. Some of the suggested decisions the committee will support are below: 
 Updates modifications to posted models 
 File version control 
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 Recent download tracking 
 Dashboards to view JAMMEX activity at a glance 


 
AM Guidebook Survey: 
A series of survey questions were provided to the breakout session participants to identify 
topics to support AM Guidebook development. Refer to the survey results file posted on 
APAN for greater detail on the results. 
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Would criticality change when a traditionally manufactured part is substituted with 
an AM part?
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Survey Type: Multiple Choice Number of Participants: 33 Unique Responses: 33


Criticality – Risk Discussion
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How would you assess the impact to criticality when substituting an AM part?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 24 Unique Responses: 26


Criticality – Risk Discussion


See the following slide for additional results
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How would you assess the impact to criticality when substituting an AM part?


Criticality – Risk Discussion
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When substituting an AM part, what parameters drive the change in criticality that 
need to be taken into consideration?
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Survey Type: Open-ended Number of Participants: 27 Unique Responses: 53


Criticality – Risk Discussion


See the following slide for additional results
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When substituting an AM part, what parameters drive the change in criticality that 
need to be taken into consideration?


Criticality – Risk Discussion
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What factors affect the probability of failure when assessing the change in criticality 
due to substituting in an AM part?
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Survey Type: Open-ended Number of Participants: 27 Total Responses: 47


Criticality - Occurrence


See the following slide for additional results
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What factors affect the probability of failure when assessing the change in criticality 
due to substituting in an AM part?


Criticality - Occurrence
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How do you account for these factors when updating the probability of failure? 
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 14 Total Responses: 20


Criticality - Occurrence
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How do you account for these factors when updating the probability of failure?


Criticality - Occurrence
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Does the severity of a failure stay the same or change when a traditional part is 
substituted with an AM part? (Yes – changes; No – Stays the same)


Criticality – Severity
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Number of Participants: 29 Unique Responses: 29Survey Type: Multiple Choice
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If severity changes, what factors drive the change in severity?


Survey Type: Open-ended Number of Participants: 25 Unique Responses: 30


Criticality – Severity


See the following slide for additional results
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If severity changes, what factors drive the change in severity?


Criticality – Severity
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How do you account for those factors when updating the severity of failure?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 12 Unique Responses: 14


Criticality – Severity


See the following slide for additional results
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How do you account for those factors when updating the severity of failure?


Criticality – Severity
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Should a change in severity be considered if the substitution with an AM part shifts 
the primary failure mode of the system?


Criticality – Severity
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Number of Participants: 29 Unique Responses: 29Survey Type: Multiple Choice
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How do you go about considering that change in severity when an AM part shifts the 
primary failure mode?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 7 Unique Responses: 7


Criticality – Severity


See the following slide for additional results
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Rank the current "Technical Data" Input in terms of importance for AM part 
production (Top-most important; Bottom-least important)


Survey Type: Ranking Number of Participants: 19 Unique Responses: 19


Theme – Technical Data


18


Rank Input Provided


1 Material


2 Acceptance Criteria


3 Tightest Tolerance


4 Technical Data Package (TDP) Availability


5 Surface Quality and Features


6 Internal Geometries


7 Build Volume


8 Thinnest Wall


9 Past Process Requests


10 Mating Surface/Interfaces







What Input should be added to the current "Technical Data" list?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 16 Unique Responses: 26


Theme – Technical Data


See the following slide for additional results
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What Input should be added to the current "Technical Data" list?


Theme – Technical Data


Aggregate upvotes for an input
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Rank Input Provided


1 Readiness Degraders


2 Demand


3 Vendor Availability


4 Supply Issues


5 Traditional Lead Time


6 Additive Lead Time


7 Additive Part Cost


8 Traditional Part Cost


9 Time to Develop Additive Design


10 Part Savings


11 Unreasonable Price History


12 Purchase History


13 Quality History: Fleet Maintenance Data, Root Cause Corrective Action Data


14 Part Complexity


Rank the current "Supply Chain Data" Input in terms of importance for AM part 
production (Top-most important; Bottom-least important)


Survey Type: Ranking Number of Participants: 18 Unique Responses: 18


Theme – Supply Chain Data
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What Input should be added to the current "Supply Chain Data" list?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 9 Unique Responses: 20


Theme – Supply Chain Data


See the following slide for additional results
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What Input should be added to the current "Supply Chain Data" list?


Theme – Supply Chain Data
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What Input should be added to the current "Machine Data" list?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 17 Unique Responses: 32


Theme – Machine Data


See the following slide for additional results
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What Input should be added to the current "Machine Data" list?


Theme – Machine Data


Aggregate upvotes for an input
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Rank the current "Need Identification" Input in terms of importance for AM part 
production (Top-most important; Bottom-least important)


Survey Type: Ranking Number of Participants: 25 Unique Responses: 25


Theme – Need Identification Data


26


Rank Input Provided


1 Requests come from the fleet


2 Requests come from the customer


3 Requests come from the engineers


4 Requests come from program managers


5 Part screening/Rapid cost estimation tools


6 Developing tool with teaming partners (e.g., GT 
and Phillips)







What Input should be added to the current "Need Identification" list?


Aggregate upvotes for an input


Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 7 Unique Responses: 10


Theme – Need Identification Data


See the following slide for additional results
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What Input should be added to the current "Need Identification" list?


Theme – Need Identification Data
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Rank the current "Legal" Input in terms of importance for AM part production (Top-
most important; Bottom-least important)


Survey Type: Ranking Number of Participants: 20 Unique Responses: 20


Theme – Legal Data
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Rank Input Provided


1 Data/license rights marking on existing tech 
drawing (part manufacturing)


2 Export Control


3 Patent marking on part (reverse engineering)


4 Trademark marking on part (reverse 
engineering)


5 Acquisition Method Code (AMC)


6
Small/disadvantaged business: meet specific 
design/material/manufacturing process 
qualification requirements







What Input should be added to the current "Legal" list?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 9 Unique Responses: 14


Theme – Legal Data


See the following slide for additional results
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What Input should be added to the current "Legal" list?


Theme – Legal Data
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Rank the current "Application Data" Input in terms of importance for AM part 
production (Top-most important; Bottom-least important)


Survey Type: Ranking Number of Participants: 20 Unique Responses: 20


Theme – Application Data


See the following slide for additional results


Top Results
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Rank Input Provided


1 Criticality


2 Airworthiness


3 Fatigue Critical


4 CSI: Critical Safety Items


5 Essentiality







Rank the current "Application Data" Input in terms of importance for AM part 
production (Top-most important; Bottom-least important)


Theme – Application Data


33


Rank Input Provided


6 Thermal Critical


7 CAI: Critical Application Items


8 Structural


9 Material Type/ Characteristics


10 Severity


11 Rotating Part


12 Environmental Damage


13 Weapon System


14 Equipment Damage


15 Vehicle/Ground Equipment


16 Aerospace


17 Probability


18 SMR Codes


19 NC: Not Critical


20 Tooling/Jigs/Fixtures


21 Nuclear Hard/Unknown







What Input should be added to the current "Application Data" list?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 10 Unique Responses: 12


Theme – Application Data


See the following slide for additional results
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What Input should be added to the current "Application Data" list?
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM Part Sourcing Requests"? 
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 13 Unique Responses: 22


Guidebook


See the following slide for additional results
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM Part Sourcing Requests"? 
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM Part acceptance criteria "?


Aggregate upvotes for an input


Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 14 Unique Responses: 36


Guidebook


See the following slide for additional results
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM Part acceptance criteria "?
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM acceptable sources listings for 
delivered AM parts and feedstock"?
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Survey Type: Q&A Number of Participants: 10 Unique Responses: 16


Guidebook
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What "topics" should be considered under "AM acceptable sources listings for 
delivered AM parts and feedstock"?


Guidebook
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